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ABSTRACT

Educational Data Mining is one of the valuable tools for Educational and related Data Collection, processing and further activities is called Educational Data Mining [EDM]. Data Mining is actually a type or retrieval or discovery; it is also a kind of techniques as well as procedure which is dedicated to analyzing and retrieval of Data from various storage system and finalize it in to useful content. Similarly, Web Data Mining is nothing but the Information Analysis and EDM is too. This is a case study paper which is restricted on Web Data Mining; including its basic application and utilization. Though, paper specially illustrated aspects on Education related Data Mining called Educational Data Mining and its several facet.
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INTRODUCTION

Web Data Mining is the application as well as utilization of Data Mining and similar technique form the web which include data from the web documents, as well as hyperlinks between and among the documents and content usage lot of website and other places[01, 04, 05]. In broader sense, Web Data Mining is including Web content mining, Web Structuring, Structure mining, web usage mining and so on. Similarly Educational Data Mining [EDM] is discovery of knowledge from the educational database collecting, selecting as well as Data and content from the websites related to education and learning is called Educational Data Mining [EDM]. It helps so many activities, but of which study as well as analysis of education data and content treated as most important. It is also able to perform some allied task; out of which analyzing the student capabilities may be treated as important one. Finally, the main aim of Web Data Mining is helpful for so many organization and business houses and individuals.

OBJECTIVES

This is a review paper and case study on Web Data Mining and Educational Data Mining [EDM]; paper is mainly dedicated to know about the Data Mining and Web Mining;
including its evolution with special reference to its contemporary benefits; though the paper is also talks about various approaches of Web Data Mining and so on.

Paper tries to illustrate the application of Web Data Mining in so many educational activities. And also highlights on to learn the contemporary and future trends on Web Data Mining and related facet. We try to produce some diagram conceptual on Web Data Mining, Educational Data Mining [EDM] and so on.

**What is Web Data Mining?**

Web Data Mining is a technique which is needed to extract from Data from the Web or Internet or from any other similar means. The other online means may include data, full text document and data, hyperlinks from the documents results from the Web. This is related with Webometrics and Web Analysis; Primary Data from the Web may be online and offline. Web Data Mining is including structure mining; including extraction of the structured information from the unstructured Web Data Source. Though depending upon need this situation may be structured in nature. Virtually, Web Data Mining basically helps to see the actual content or data effectively and effectively within a few moments [06, 08, 03].

![Fig: 1: ABCD of Web and WWW to the masses](image)

**Data Mining and Web Data Mining: Background**

The utilization and application of Data Mining is the method of analyzing data for different large data and information sector. During 1990’s Web Data Mining become popular in extension data, row data, hyper text, images, records, hyperlinks, tags, http tags, application servers and so on.

During origin or initially, Web Data Mining is treated also treated as extended version and sub system of Data Mining, though today Web Mining is moving to more abstract level where semantics play an important role. The latest of this field is treated as Knowledge Discovery [06, 09, 03].

**VOLUME NO.2, ISSUE NO.12**
Style and Approaches of Web Data Mining

Web Data Mining is categorized into three categories which include Web content mining, web structure mining, web usage mining. However, Web Mining as per approach may be classified as two-Agent Based Approach and Database Approach. Agent-based Approach deals with many tools and techniques powered by Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems. Some popular types in this category are Intelligent Search Agents, Information Categorization, and Personalized Web Agents. Heterogeneous and semi-structured data or Web is called high-level Resources. It is including Multi-Level Database, Web Based Quarry Systems, Hyperlinks, Document Structure and so on [04, 06, 08].

Now come to the point of types of Web Data Mining; these are as follows:-

**Web Content Mining**- This is the process which is actually the process of extracting knowledge from the content of the Document;

**Web Structured Mining**- Web structured Mining is the process of identification of relationship between Web Pages linked description; so it is also dedicated for the reference and referent to the web;

**Web Usage Mining**- This is the mining technique needed for processing of extracting interest pattern in Web Access logs.

**Educational Data Mining [EDM]**

Educational Data Mining [EDM] may also know as Learning Based Data Mining. This is one of the important domains of Web Data Mining as WDM is applicable in so many domain and dimension. This is actually the discovering of knowledge from the educational databases. This is important and useful for the following reasons:-

- It is useful for better understanding of the students and the setting where they are basically learned;
- This is also an important tool as it helps in the higher education sector in so many activities and particularly discovering improved version of models of the educational knowledge structure;
- Useful in analysis of educational data and content and ultimately for academic Decision Support Systems;
- Clustering of students on a particular point and or parameters[12];
- Designing and Building of Intelligent Course models and full-fledged model of Degree and PG Degree;
- Student activities such as their monitoring, attendance report generation, detecting students relationship and extracurricular activities of the Institutions and so on;
- Educational Data Mining [EDM] is helpful for capabilities of Educational Institutions and so on;
Helps in better and improved pedagogical support designing better module and also useful for come and programme related Information Collection [13].

Educational Data Mining [EDM]: Features and Methods

There are so many methods are available for Educational Data Mining; but out of which Baker and Vacet’s [2009] methods are important:

- Out of so many methods, Prediction is one of the important and it is useful to find out points that can naturally generate characteristics of data; the prediction is includes classification, regression, density estimation[14, 15,28];

- Discovery and Find out of relationship between variable in a dataset is called Relationship Mining. The variable is includes as follows:-
  - Association Value Pattern Mining;
  - Connection Mining;
  - Sequential Pattern Mining;
  - Casual Data Mining and some minor types.

- Apart from Prediction and Relationship Mining, Model Development is another important methods and applied in subsequent data as a component for analysis;

- Making Meaningful Data- This is the digitalization of data for human judgment.

Web Data Ming, Educational Data Mining [EDM]: Current Importance and Future Potentials

Web Data Mining is one of the important tools in Data Science and Engineering. It can save the time of the user and also helpful for pre-processing of Information. It keeps healthy Information Division in the organization and helps in exact Information from the Information explosion and overload [05, 06]. Information Explosion is one of the important name now-days. Information is increasing day by day. Today it is very tough to find out
information from the large database and from million and million data and knowledge facet. This is the most important solution of knowledge discovery.

![Web Mining and its approaches](image)

**Fig: 3:** Web Mining and its approaches

Virtually, the use of Web Data Mining is increasing in all most all sector and organization regardless of organization type. Today several software and intelligent systems are emerging and for better information management we need much more intelligent software and information management. The future of Information System will be much more optimization bases. Today, several things are emerging in Educational Data Mining [EDM] such as DCS, courseware generation, MATLAB and so on. Apart from NCR, Clustering, Analyzing student performance and so on.

**FINDINGS**

- For sophisticated Web Data Mining we need a special user profile creation for the prompt and advance data output, Web Data networks and so on;
- Web Data Mining is the extension of data mining and also helps its has so many dimension out of which Educational Data Mining [EDM] in popular in academics and similar domain.

**SUGGESTION**

- Modern Organization and corporate house need to follow Data Mining tools for healthy Information Management and Decision Making;
- Better and proper content Mining and relationship Management is always needed;
- Universities, Academician, students and other higher educational institutes need to follow and use of Educational Data Mining [EDM] in so many educational activities.

**CONCLUSION**

Information is one of the important tool and facet for development. Application and use of information is increasing day by day; similarly several tools and technologies are also emerging out of which Educational Data Mining [EDM] is gaining popularity [04, 07, 09].
The different kind of web data mining is increasing rapidly as it fulfils several information activities and providing right information to right one.
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